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Abstract

Female Marketing and Communications Professionals:

Chnllenges and Opportunities for Corporate Leadership

Wendy Celaine Wehr

May 2001

Thesis

Leadership Application Project

X

Non-thesis (ML597) Project

This study examines three distinct trends in the literature on women and leadership:
advocacy for feminine leadership styles, support of gender-neutral leadership theory, and
focus on factors beyond gender, such as issues of power and organizational structure.
The study continues with an in-depth examination of the leadership experiences of five
middle management women who work at publicly held companies and who specialize in
marketing and corporate communications, fields that are of increasing importance in

today's fast-paced, competitive economy. Results and discussion indicate five themes for
further exploration: (a) the importance of competence to leadership success, (b) the value

of communication and building relationships, (c) the limited concern for gender barriers
in organizational settings, (d) the power of confi.dence, and (e) the connection between
self-awareness and personal definitions of success. The paper offers suggestions

further research and concludes with implications for women and businesses.
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Introduction
Men are the managers. Women are the wives and secretaries. Those were the
corporate "ruIes"

- with a few token exceptions -

when Rosabeth Moss Kanter studied

"Industrial Supply Corporation" and published Men and Women of t]re Corporation in
1977

. Fifteen years later, Kanter

wrote that she was encouraged about women's progtess

into management. She noted that corporations and competition were changing
dramatically, and the "tokens" had become "clusters," as a few more women had reached
the managerial and executive ranks of major companies (Kanter, 1993).

Now nearly another decade has gone by and the large corporations continue to
evolve in order to survive and thrive in our increasingly competitive global society. But
women still have not taken aJI equal place beside men as flumagers and executives in
these major companies. While women make up nearly 40 percent of the business

workforce, they hold less than 12 percent of Fortune 500 corporate officer positions, ffid
they represent less than 7 percent of corporate officers in line positions (Costello

Stone,200l). Wage differentials tell a similar story. White female

&

numagers ear:red 59

cents for every dollar earned by white male rumagers in a recent survey by Catalyst, the

national, nonprofit research and advisory organization that focuses on women's privatesector leadership (Costello

& Stone, 2001). Futurist Nancy

Ramsey claims that at the

current glacially slow rate of movement of women into rutnagement, women will equal
men in corporate America by the year 2270 (Peters & Peters, 2000).
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These hard facts, as well as the reality of the personal challenges that individual

women experience in corporate America today, compel us to ask what ba:riers still
contribute to these nationwide gender disparities and what further changes might enable
more women to become top managers in major companies. Over the past several decades
academic researchers and popular writers have generated works about women and
leadership, but competing theories abound. And the lack of empirical evidence to

support these theories raises further concerns. Some advocate so-called "ferrrinine"
leadership, describing male leaders as more task-oriented and females as higher in

consideration behaviors. Proponents of gender-neutral leadership theories discount this,
noting that men and women don't exhibit sigfficant differences in leadership styles.

Still others suggest that leadership success has less to do with personal attributes than

with organizational variables, such as power distribution and diversity of the work force
(Lewis & Fagenson-Eland, 1998).
This paper examines the topic of women and leadership by first reviewing the
support for and evolution of these varying theories. The review of the literature
documents the identffication of and enthusiasm for feminine leadership styles, as well as

the rise of popular gender-neutral leadership approaches, which some feminists have
denounced as attempts by men to retain power by co-opting feminine leadership

attributes. Finally theories are examined that explore the middle ground, where women's
leadership is recognized as a complex inter-relationship of gender, power, organizational

structure and many other factors.
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Knowing that the foundation of research about women and leadership is wideranging and sometimes contradictory, and recognizing that women are still struggling to
gain strategic leadership positions in corporate America, it is important for us to then ask
what alternative approaches may lend new insight into business women's challenges and

opportunities. The following qualitative study contributes to the research on this topic
through an in-depth examination of five women who have become effective leaders in the
fields of marketing and comrmrnications in publicly held companies.
Women in marketing and corporate communications were chosen for this study

not only because they share similarities with other women leaders in large companies, but
because their particular skill sets may he

of increased value in today's fast-changing

corporate business environments. Like other middle-management womerL the f,ve
leaders interviewed have achieved some success in climbing up the lower rungs of their

corporate ladders. The women in corporate communications have reached the highest
positions, which follows a typical trend of women being clustered in "soft" or staff
positions, such as communications, govefirment affairs and human resources, and being
given certain opportunities for promotion, but only within those select fields (Costello

&

Stone,2001). All ofthe interview subjects, whether in staffor line positions, recognized
that staffrumagers are less valued than line managers, who are predominately men and
who are favored for higher-level executive positions (Barr, lg96; Kalin, 199S). Yet
another challenge these women face is the evidence that large for-profit companies
appear to have more significant barriers to upward mobility for women than smaller for-

profit or not-for-profit firms (Schreiber, Price, & Morrison, I993).
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While fiumy women in corporations struggle against these bariers, women in
commrrnications may find that they can progress during these turbulent economic times
by capitalizing on their distinct professional skills. Communications specialists are

of

increasing value to corporations. Their ability to master the proliferation of media that
demand split-second information and their skill at managing corporate images and

product brands through the most dfficult crises are essential in today's complex and
competitive business environments. Experts in communications are critical to the success
and sr:rvival of businesses in the information age. They create and shape perceptions,
and for large public companies that live and die day-by-duy, if not minute-by-minute, by

stock values, perception is everything.
So by studying these women leaders who face gender barriers yet can offer

strategic value to their companies, we have an opportunity for further discovery about
women and leadership. This new iffirmation about personal leadership skills and
corporate leadership challenges may be useful not only to researchers, but also to middleilumagement women and the executive men who wield upper-fiurnagement power in large
business institutions. This qualitative study addresses the following questions about
female marketing and communications professionals who work for publicly held
companies:

1. To what leadership

styles and attributes do they subscribe,

ffid how have these

approaches to leadership enabled them to succeed thus far?

2.

What leadership styles predominate in their companies, and how have personal
and organizational leadership characteristics influenced each other?
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3. What and how have gender issues affected their leadership

styles and

opportunities for advancement?

4. What is the significance of their roles as communications professionals

to their

current and future leadership opportunities?

Following presentation of the data about these five women's insights and experiences,
several themes are offered as opportunities for further researctr, and analysis identifies

similarities and differences to previous research findings. Limitations of this study are
noted, and implications for women and businesses are highlighted. Balancing academic
researcfu popular leadership theory and practical applications in the workplace is

challenging but necessary in order to define effective leadership styles ffid, ultimately, to
identrfy what individual and organizational responsibility is required in order to assure

that women take their rightful place as numagers and executives in large companies.
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Review of Literature
Rise of Feminine Leadersl-rip
When the first few token women broke into the ranks of corporate management

it

was believed that they had to suppress their femininity to get atread. Management books,
such as Betty Harragan's GAmes MotherNever Tausht You, published in 1977, advised

women to "act like the boyso' and adopt leadership styles that mirrored those traditionally
used by men. This theme continued over the next decades, with slight variations.

In

Hardball for Women, Pat Heim (1992) took a pragmatic view of the business world,
advocating that women learn to play by men's rules in order to win in the hierarchical,
male-dominated games of bureaucratic organizations. Her& a Ph.D. in communication
and a corporate rumagement consultant, gleaned her perspective from years of personal
encounters with female employees and male executives who couldn't understand why
women just weren't succeeding in the management ranks. Business journals have echoed

her sentiments. Women have been advised to fight for and wield power, and not succumb

to their own or their male supervisors' perceptions and expectations that women are less
capable of achieving and exercising power (Gallese, 1991).

During this same time another body of research began to emerge around so-calIed
feminine leadership. In 1982 Carol Gilligan published In a Diffe-rent Voice, a
groundbreaking study of moral development that illuminated a female "ethic of care" and
responsibility toward others and that recognized the self and other as interdependent.
Previously, much psychological theory had been based on the development of male
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subjects and assumed a masculine perspective as the nornr, ignoring women's experience.

Gilligan developed her theory from empirical evidence gathered in three studies
including women and using interviews about conceptions of self and morality, ffid about
experiences of conflict and choice. She contrasted the widely accepted masculine

concept of a morality of rights, which emphasizes the individual and separation, with the
feminine concept of a morality of responsibility, which emphasizes relationship and

connection. Gilligan's work also identified and introduced the images of hierarchy
versus web as preferred ways in which men and women, respectively, structure

relationships.
Others embraced women's experience and feminine characteristics specifically as
leadership assets. In Tbe_Fer.nale Advantase, psychologist Sally Helgesen (1990) drew

from Gilligan's earlier work and introduced the concept of 'tveb of inclusion," a
distinctly non-hierarchical model that placed the leader at the center, rather than at the
top, of the organizational structure. She contrasted her "web" with ways in whieh men
have traditionally led in Western society, writing of the new feminine 'omagician"
leadership style versus the old masculine

'lrarrior" approach.

Helgesen developed her

theory using a qualitative approactr, conducting four in-depth diary studies of successful
women leaders of for-profit and not-for-profit organizations. Helgesen and others

(Johnson,2000; Costello & Stone,200l) have predicted that feminine styles of leadership

will not only be accepted but will

be required

for business survival due to increasing

global competition, the proliferation of information technology, increasing economic
interdependence and a need for a higher level of social and environmental consciousness.

Female Marketing and Communications Professionals

Helgesen rvrote that women's view encompasses a vision of society,
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ffid that women

relate decisions to their larger effect upon family, education, the environment, and even

world peace.
Dorothy Cantor and Toni Bernay (1992) in Women In Power also demonstrated
that women convey hope in their ability to positively transform society. Following indepth interviews with 25 powerful women in politics, Cantor and Bernay developed a
theoretical approach they termed the "Leadership Equatioq" which was presented as a
fornmla that combines 'oCompetent Self' (the sociaVemotional wherewithal to become a
leader) with "Creative Aggression" (crossing psychological barriers to use and develop
one's own and others' talents) and "WomanPower" (the spiritual foundation that provides
meaning in one's life). Although Cantor and Bernay's work is based on women in elected

public office, they have written that parallels may be drawn to women in business and
other organizations: o''We are moving froma command and control style of leadership to
a self-managed team approach emphasizing humanity, intimacy, interdependence,
connectedness, collaboration, cooperation, caring, diversity, and a focus on human
consciousness" (Cantor

& Bernay , 1992,

p. 1 91 ).

Judy Rosener (1990), in her oft-quoted Harvard B-Uqiness Review article "Ways

Women Lead," contrasted traditionally masculine, comrnand-and-control leadership with
a feminine style she called "interactive" leadership. Her conclusions were based on

nationwide survey research commissioned by the Leadership Foundation of the

International Women's Forum. Panicipants in the study included male and female
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leaders of similar age, occupation and educational level, and sample size numbered more

than 450. Asking questions about leadership style, their organizations, work-family
issues, and personal characteristics, Rosener found that men tended to rely on

transactional management methods, using power and authority from their organizational
positions, while women preferred transformational leadership, ascribing their power to
personal characteristics. Rosener chose the "interactive" label because the female
leaders she studied actively encouraged participation, shared power and informatiorl
enhanced the self-worth of others, and energized coworkers.
These and other writings on feminine leadership theory illustrate the holistic

nature of women's leadership. Nancy Anne Colflesh (2000) summarized the attributes
feminine leadership:

l.

A strong caring ethic with value placed on inclusion and connection.

2.

A view of the leader's work

as cyclical and unending, accomplished through

relationships and connections.

3.

Preference for competence and trustworthiness over loyalty when hiring.

4. Leadership by giving voice to vision and using that voice to empower others to
work toward cofilmon goals.

5.

Integration of personal and professional aspects of life.

6.

View of the organization as nonhierarchical with the leader in the center.

7.

Communication as key to organizational success, with emphasis on the
importance of conflict resolution.

of
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8. View of power - the abitity to get the job done - as not finite, but expanded when
shared through collaborative and participatory styles of leadership.

9. Ongoing learning from a variety of sources; view of leaders as learners.
Colflesh whose academic background is in education and organizational development,
created this list from an extensive review of the literature on leadership, women as
leaders and learners, educational administration, and the psycho-social development

of

women. She found, when she conducted a small study of four women elementary
principals, that their stories and experiences reflected these feminine attributes. While
this work about women in education is useful, caution should be used in applying it, or
the political work of Cantor and Bernay (1992), directly to women in business leadership.

Advocacy for Gender-Neutral Theories

While some authors value certain leadership characteristics as unique to women,
others challenge that it is inappropriate to label these attributes as "feminine." Jon Entine
and Martha Nichols (1997), writing in Executive Female, attacked the myth that women

run companies with more compassion than do men and stated that good management
should not be'trivialized" with gender labels. Use of such labels certainly disregards

individuality: each leader, male or female, rnay display a mix of "masculine" and
"feminine" management traits. There is also the concern that creating separate gender
categories perpetuates the devaluing of women's leadership as inferior to men's

leadership. Cluis Lee (1994), in her article "The Feminization of Management," summed
up this challenge well:

Female Marketing and Communications Professionals
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will find it an appealing vision of
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world in which women can reveal their

strenglhs - influencing, collaborating, empowetirg, nurturing

- and be valued for

them. To others, even building the scenario will seem foolhardy.
Acknowledging, much less celebrating, differences between men and women
simply reinforces old stereotypes and undercuts 20 years of progress toward a
more gender-neutral, equal-opportunity workplace. To others still, the tale will
represent a dangerously simplistic view that fails to account for the range of traits

both men and women display - a view just as wrongheaded as were the prejudices

that once relegated women to low-level support positions.
Lee offered no original research to support her view, but others have addressed the
gender-neutral approach. Marie-Therese Claes (1999) has written of gender as a social
construct, citing numerous studies showing that leadership and communications
differences hetween men and women are not preordained and that power, culture and
other factors are primary determinants of behavior. She notes that, in practice,
o'masculine" traits
iluumgement styles are evolving toward a mix of select o'feminine" and

that are functional in today's changing corporate cultures. For example, flexibility and
teamwork, which some consider feminine characteristics, are highly prized leadership
sk-ills, but decisiveness, assertiveness and risk-taking, which are traditionally associated

with men, are also higtrly functional. According to Claes, organizations should create
favorable climates in which "masculine" and "feminine" models can coexist
synergistically.

Augsburg College Ubrary
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Much popular leadership literature sidesteps gender issues by reframing
"feminine" characteristics as gender-neutral qualities that can be adopted by all
individuals, male or female, in order to succeed in their business and personal lives. For
example, in Principle-Centered Lepdership the ubiquitous Stephen Covey (1991)
promotes trust, empowerment and shared vision among members and leaders

of

organizations. According to his personal theory, leaders can only achieve limited
effectiveness through use of coercive power, and leadership success ultimately resides in
a principle-centered approach

that encompasses spirituality and meaning. He writes that

true leaders continually learn, ffiE service-oriented, radiate positive energy, believe in
people and are creative problem-solvers. The similarities between Covey's
characteristics and the feminine attributes offered by Colflesh (2000) are clear, but both
could benefit from a stronger foundation in empirical research.
Parallels have also been drawn between chaos theory and feminine leadership.

Margaret Wheatley (1994), in her illuminating work Leadership and the New Science,
links the new hypotheses and discoveries in physics, chemistry and biology

- which

suggest that there is no objective reality but only the relationship that is created through

the interaction of the observer with his or her environment

- to explorations of

organizational behavior and leadership. She contrasts the new concept of a participative
universe with old mechanistic Newtonian theories, challenging leaders to give up their
quest for stability, precise predictability and objectivity and instead to embrace disorder
and dissipative activity as processes that lead to improvement and creativity. Wheatley
especially emphasizes the primacy of information as energy; she claims that the greater

12
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and better the flow of information into, out of, and through an organization, the greater

the growth and stahility of that organization. This concept correlates with the emphasis
in feminine leadership theory on comrnunication and learning as essential to
organizational success. At the same time, her idea contrasts starkly with old comrnand-

and-control leadership styles that advocate limiting access to information in order to
retain power. Wheatley does not draw definitive conclusions about leadership and
organuational theory. She describes her work as a journey of discovery and invites
others to conduct serious exploration into these new gender-neutral theories.

Research Beyond Gender
Some popular Eurnagement authors have noted that organizations that have

adopted gender-neutral leadership approaches have actually co-opted feminine values

without promoting the women who hold those values. Others believe that the increasing
emphasis on diversrty has allowed fiurnagers and companies to drop gender-neutral
pretenses altogether and to acknowledge overall differences among people, without

labeling those differences as strengths or weaknesses. If this is the case, then labeling socalled "softer" leadership attributes as "feminine," should no longer, in theory, invite
accusations of discrimination and negative stereotyping (Lee, 1994).

But soft leadership skills may actually have little, if anything, to do with gender.
Kanter's work on leadership and rumagement in corporations identffied organizational
structure and power and powerlessness as determinants of behavior and leadership styles.
Preference for men as leaders, wrote Kanter (1993), is a preference for power, not

for
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gender differences in leadership aptitude. Even Rosener (1990), whose work is widely

quoted as evidence that women's ways of leading are valuable and that there is strength

in a diversrty of leadership styles, stated that the "best" leadership style depends on the
organizational context. And she noted that the women in her study who succeeded by
using interactive leadership styles were not from traditional, large-scale companies.

Morrison, co-author of Breflking the GlAsq Ceiling: Can Women Reach the Top

Affr

of

America's Largest Corporations?, slurlmed up how power affects behavior and why
women appear to be more relationship-oriented: "In lower levels, you have little authority
and lots of responsibility, so what do you do? You influence people, involve them. You

can't tellthemwhat to do because they'll laugh inyour face" (Lee, 1994). Unfortunately

for womerl if they do gain power, they then face the double bind of being perceived
negatively for behaving in ways contradictory to their traditional gender role (Jamiesorl
1995; Kanter, 1993; Lee, 1994; Nichols, 1996).

Whether women are being kept from rising in management ranks because of
gender or organizational structure or a combination of those and other factors, evidence

of the discrimination against women is disheartening and plentiful. One recent
psychological study of the effects of organizational context on women's leadership styles
and mental health demonstrated that women in male-dominated industries experienced

more stress and showed less interpersonal orientation than women in female-dominated
industries (Gardiner & Tiggemann, 1999). This brings us back to the original advice,

which is still being given, that women must behave like men to fit in and succeed.
According to writers from Catalyst, women must simply do more than men to gain
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recognition. They must take on tougher, high-risk assignments, and they have to play the
"male game" to fit into the male-dominatedbusiness world (Costello

& Stone,2001).

That women should have to work harder than men is particularly ironic in light

of

some limited research that shows women have higher leadership aptitude than men,

particularly in today's business environment. Russell Reynolds Associates, an executive
recruiting firrn, surveyed and categorized high-level executives as "leader-style"
(visionary, innovative, strategic thinkers) or "manager-style" (concerned with
maintaining momentunr, balancing interests, stabilizing forces, and implementing plans).
The study results showed the women in both staffand line positions were more likely to
be leader-style (Nelton,

1991).

Gender-based assumptions about women's leadership

skills were thoroughly questioned in a Foundation for Future Leadership study of more
than 900 managers in major companies. Women in the study outperformed their male
colleagues in 28 of

3l intuitive

and logical skill levels used bymanagers fMoskal, 1997).

While such studies show that women executives in line and staffpositions display
leadership potential, objective criteria apparently aren't the primary issue. Women aren't
reaching the top echelon of companies because of suhjective judgments about their ability

to lead,

as

Kanter (1993) and others (Vinnicornbe & Harris,2000) found whenthey

showed that executives promote those most like themselves. Even if men in power want

to "do the right thing," they don't realize that women suffer from bias on the job or that
they don't receive equal opportunities for advancement (Gallese, 1991). Clearly more

work is needed to identift barriers - objective or subjective - to women's advancement.
Corporations today have to tap into the female talent pool not only because it is the right
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thing to do, but also because it is an economic necessity fueled by changing
demographics, volatile markets, and global competitiveness (Peters & Peters, 2000).
As this literature review shows, mixed messages abound for women who are

trying to find their way as leaders in business. Empirical research is limited and

contradictory. Popular leadership theories have sometimes-questionable foundations, and
they rise and fall from favor with the changing tides of the business press. We can say

with confidence, however, that more research is needed. For the sake of talented women
and the companies who need thenr, we should learn as much as possible about women,

organizations and leadership. The following data, analysis and conclusions address this
need by offering insights gleaned from five capable women who

fill valuable marketing

and communications leadership roles in their publicly held companies.
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Methodology
This qualitative study was designed as an in-depth exploration of the leadership
experiences of five women who work in marketing and corporate communications. The

women were selected from firms that are included on the list of the 100 largest (by
revenue) publicly held companies in Miruresota, which is published annually by the Star
Tribune newspaper ("The 1Otr Annual,'o 2001). Women from publicly held firms

-

as

opposed to privately held companies, small entreprener.uial firms, communications
agencies, or coflsultancies

- were chosen for this study because

communications

functions are of critical importance to public companies, as they are under intense
pressure to promote their product brands and corporate images, fiumage analyst and

stockholder expectations, and ultimately reach their quarterly revenue goals. This study
was also designed to include women from companies of varying sizes and a range

of

industries, thereby providing a richer mix of organizational experiences and perspectives.
The list of top Minnesota firms included husinesses from retail, manufacturing, and
senrice industries in varied markets, and the companies ranked from nearly $40 billion

down to $60 million in annual revenues.
Potential study participants were identified through referrals from their colleagues
and acquaintances who were aware of the candidates' positions and job

titles. In most

cases the persons providing referrals had some knowledge of or respect

for the women's

professional accomplishments or leadership skills. Each potential study candidate was
contacted by phone and further qualified according to the following criteria:

- l8
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1. Works at one of the 100 largest

publicly held firms in Minnesota,

2. Has ten or more yeffis of work experience,
3.

Has the title of manager, director, vice president or higher,

4.

Has supervisory and budgstary responsibilities in her current position,

5.

Works in marketing or corporate communications.

As noted above, an attempt was made to select interviewees who represented a range

of

industries, a range of different size and age companies, and a range ofjob levels and

responsibilities. The participants' responsibilities included marketing nranagsment (line
positions) with oversight of the marketing communications functior; marketing
communications rumagement (staffposition reporting into line management), and
corporate communications ilumagement (staffpositions). While the initial intent was to

recruit women who worked purely in communications, the inclusion of women who had
broader marketing roles in addition to their communications responsihilities provided
interesting data about the leadership role of women in staffversus line positions.

Following the determination that she met the study criteria, each subject was
asked to sign a consent form (see Appendix), to provide a resume or biography

summarizing her professional history, and to participate in a face-to-face personal

interview of approximately one hour at a time and location of her choosing. The semistructwed personal interviews were conducted using an interview guide (see Appendix)

with questions related to work history, personal and organizational leadership
experiences, and gender and professional role issues. Prior to conducting the first

interview, the questions were reviewed in a pilot session with a communications
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professional who works for a publicly held company based outside of Minnesota. Each

interview was audio taped for clarity and accuracy. Subjects were assured confidentiality
per the study consent form.

Following completion of the interviews, all audiotapes were transcribed. Data
from the transcripts were reviewed for information about each woman's leadership s$le,
characteristics of her organizatioq gender issues, ffid distinct professional considerations.

Interpretative narrative analysis was used to identify themes about women and leadership
that were common to the five women's stories. The investigator conducted all of the
interviews and provided the thematic analysis. In the following report on the data and
analysis, the subjects' names, their company names, and certain distinguishing

characteristics about their companies have been excluded in order to protect each
participant' s anonymity.
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Results
The five study participant$ represented a diverse mix of professional roles and
experiences. Relevant demographics about the five women are summarized briefly in

Table

l.

Following are in-depth synopses of each interview, including each woman's

personal perspectives on women and leadership, their organizations, and the marketing
and communications professions.

All names are pseudonyms.

Table I shows the subjects' backgrounds and positions. All come from different
companies and industries, and they hold different types and levels of positions in their

organizations. In the course of gathering the data it was discovered that all of the women
have previous professional experience in a different company or field, and

atrl

have

advanced educational degrees. Although the subjects were not asked their 48tr, their

work history shows that they also represent different generations of women in business.
Anne and Emily are nearing the end of their careers and beginning to think about
retirement, Beth is at the mid-point of her career and still looks forward to more
professional challenges, and Chris and Deboratr, at about 15 years into their careers, have
much of their work lives alread of them.
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Table I
Participant D emo graphic s

Subject

Current
Position

Current
Company/
Industry

Previous
Experience/
Industries

Marketing
Communications
Manager

Manufacturing Education

Beth

Director, Media
Relations

Transportation

Chris

Brand

Anne

Manager

Education

Master's,
Business

Education

Health

Care

Medical
Technology

J.D.

Manufacturing

M.,{.,
Organizational
Leadership

Deborah
Emily

Vice President,
U.S. Marketing

Consumer
Products

Senior Vice

Financial
Services

President,

Director of
Corporate
Communications;
Foundation Chair

Consumer

MBA

Products
Consumer
Products,
Retailing,
Journalism

Master's,
Journalism
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Anne. the Maxketing Coffinunications Manaqer
Anne has been with the same manufacturing firm for 25 years, but her
professional experience has certainly not been one-dimensional. Today she is a
marketing communications numager responsible for a $5 million advertising/marketing
hudget, and she supervises six direct and three dotted-line reports in a department that
creates all of the promotional materials and commr:nications for a major company
business

unit. Prior positions in line divisions

marketing communications supervisor
communications and publicity

*

-

as a public relations professional and

- and in corporate

communications

- in employee

have given her a wealth of skills and exposure to all

aspects of communications in a corporate environment.

Anne's

sffi

from teaching to the corporate world was her first professional

turning point. She began her career as a high school teacher, but she recognized early
that she'd have more professional and financial opportunities at a big company. With a
degree in Englisfu but liule knowledge ofpublic relations, she got her foot in the door by

starting as a secretary in the corporate p.r. department. The men and women she worked

with in that first job were wonderful mentors who recognized her abilities and shared
work assignments that gave her on-the-job training.
After about 10 years in corporate, Anne became a supervisor in a business
division. She liked the quick pace on the line side and could

see the value

of her

contributions. But the lack of gender balance in her new job was a rude awakening: "I
never thought to ask in the interview process how numy men and how rumy women were

in the organization. I was the only female supervisor . . .

. It was such a shock. The
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environment I came out of was split

flfty-fifty." Anne

also commented that in the

business divisions it's highly competitive, dominated by a lot of "Type

A" personalities

and goal-oriented sales professionals. By comparison, she described corporate as a

"protected umbrellq" a place where, even though you have responsibilities working with
the businesses, you can o'always go home."

In describing good leadership, Anne emphasized the importance of clarrty of
vision, the preference for participatory versus authoritarian styles, and the value

of

coaching and training others. "I believe very strongly in teamwork and in what people
can bring to the table and share within an organizatiorl to value people for their gifts and

talents and for what they can contribute," she said. She also advocates letting employees

"run their own show," offering guidance and feedback without micromanagement. She
readily admitted that, with strong project Eumagement skills and awareness of upper
numagemsnt expectations, she sometimes finds

it difficult to relinquish control to her

employees. She acknowledged this aspect of her style as an opportunity for continuous

learning. She welsomes the chance to use the compally's anonyilrcus feedback system to
learn about her leadership style from others and to create a development plan to address
her weaknesses.
Arune's company places heavy emphasis on teamwork and tearnbuilding. The

firm has a history of creating cross-functional teams that make collective decisions. As a
marketing communications rumager, Anne is included on these teams, and although her
voice might not be as strong as that of the marketing lead, she is influential in making
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important decisions, such as positioning new products, identiffing target audiences, using
new global media, and so forth.
Anne confirmed that she feels like a leader in her company. She likes to make
decisions, is driven to do good work, and appreciates being involved in the early stages
a project or new business development.

In reflecting on how and when she evolved into

a leader, she laughingly equated it to work volume, saying "Maybe
mrmager when

of

I realized I was a

I was given a pager and told 'you're on call 24 hours a day.' The

responsibility level definitely increased!" Anne said she has the aptitude to move into a
broader marketing role
opportunities

-

which would offer a higher salary and more advancement

* but she sees herself staying in communications,

where she can focus on

her creative skills and avoid "number crunching." She did express some arrrbivalence
about not being able to measure up to the standards of some of her superiors and produce
a greater volume of work in less time.

Anne spoke with high regard for all of her supervisors, with the exception of one

individual with whom she faced nlnlly challenges. Her spirits lagged so much then that
she returned

to school to eanr her graduate degree, bolster her skills and gain self-

confidence. She talked at length about this difficult personnel situation, noting what she
learned from it and how she tapped into her own and others' resources to work tluough
the problems. When the situation became too tense Anne asked for assistance from
human resources. She described the conversation: "When

I was going through this . . .

situation...,Iwastalkingtosomeoneinh.r.wholrespectedagreatdeal,andafterl
described the circumstances, he looked at me and said,

ookay, so what part in this did
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you play?', and I thought, oHow dare you.' But that really struck me, and I really thought
about it long and hard and it was very obvious that it takes two people to create these
dynamics."
The incident also caused Anne to reflect on the differences between working for
male and female numagers. A male colleague told her at the time she would "take this

from a fiurJl but . . . not . . . from a woman." This caused her to pause and reflect on
friendships in her early years with boys and men, and on strong relationships she had

with wofiren during her professional career. She expressed, "I don't consider myself to
be a terribly competitive individual. But

I will

say that when

it comes to my reputation,

if I'm being put in a spot where I think my reputation is being

tarnished

I will

stand

up and fight." Ann has worked for men and women over the years, and she
acknowledged that women are often clustered in the field of communications. When the
marketing communications staff for the business units in her company was grouped
together, there were 25 women and 3 men. Her current reports include two men and the
rest women. She described their interaction: "When we're in team meetings together, it
is predominantly female; <the mer> don't appear to be uncomfortable but there are

innuendos, and every now and then you see 'the guys' going to lunctq which I'm sure
they need." Anne's awareness of the men's point of view was interesting. Rather than
describing the traditional male/female roles in business as evidence of lack of opportunity

for women, she showed conoern for men who were pushed into competitive business
careers even if they had an interest in the liberal arts.
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Anne expressed frustration that communications people are not viewed as integral

to her business:

ooThere

is clearly an expectation that we contribute toward the goals

of

the organization, no doubt about that. But in terms of being valued in that role, that's
another question." She continued: ". . . marketing is line and communications is support.
That has been made very clear to me in multiple circumstances." She also commented

that comnnrnications professionals are challenged to define career paths, and she's
concerned that her current supervisor, a marketing director, wants the comnrunications

staffto

assume broader marketing

roles. Anne believes that her discipline is of distinct

importance in complex business environments and is absolutely essential when line
marketers aren't well schooled in communications. She described having separate
marketers and communicators as an opportunity to work hand-in-hand, creating a system

of checks and balances that benefits the business.
Executive leadership opportrurities for women at Anne's company are sofirewhat

limited. But attitudes toward women are improving and there is a greater effort today to
find the highest qualified person for each

job. A new emphasis by top leadership on

performance rumagement may create more turnover and changes in the company's

workforce. Anne expressed both concern and optimism about those changes. She said
that younger women joining the comparry will still have ample opportunities for
continuous learning and growth. The key, she said, is to learn the business and build
relationships.
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Bettr. the Director of Media Relations

Beth started her work life in the field of medical technology. While working and
raising a f,amily, she earned her bachelor's degree in communications and was then hired
at a public relations agercy. While there, she again returned to school, earning her law

degree. One of her major clients, a transportation company, then recruited her to the
corporate side, where she has worked for a little over flve years. As director of media
relations for the firm, Beth heads up a corporate communications department that has
strategic and day-to-day numagement of everything from speech writing to issues
management with the media. She has four direct reports and manages her company's

relationships with several outside communications agencies. She appreciates working in
a corporation

- versus at a p.r. firm - because she feels much closer to the source of

activity and has a much deeper command of the business. She is one step below a senior
vice president, works with senior executives daily, and has considerable influence over
the company's entire communications program.
Beth credits her law degree

- which is not a typical credential for comrnunications

professionals - as a valuable "tool for her toolbox." When people ask her whether she is
disappointed about not practicing law, she laughs and tells them that she uses virtually all

of her law skills -- particularly negotiating -- every day. Her law background also gives
her increased credibility with the corporate lawyers, and by understanding the legal side

of business she can provide better senior-level communications counsel.
Beth's definition of effective leadership centers around motivation: "I think good
leaders are people who have an infectious level of energy, and they want to share that and
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use it within their organization to go much further than you think you

can."

She

continued: "When there's good leadership, you're excited to go to work in the morning.

It

has nothing

to do with how hard it is or how long the days, but youore excited to be

there, because you knowyou're part of something." Beth's own leadership style is
supportive, creating opportunities and enabling others to reach their potential. She said,

"In

a way you're transparent

if you're a good leader. The energy is still there; because of

o'let
what you do, everyone does well." A personal leadership challenge for her is to

things

go."

She said,

"It's hard when I personally

have very high standards, have very

high quality across the board, ffid sometimes you have to reconcile the fact that not
everyone's going to have the sarne quality or desire to reach a certain point. And that's
okay; you have to accept that." Beth reported that she's making progress in this area.
She recognizes that unless she lets others struggle a

bit, it will never become easy for

them.

According to Bettr, becoming a leader is a process of gaining confidence and
maturity, becoming comfortable with your judgment, ffid developing your ability to
understand people. Her confidence grew when she finished her law degree and as people

within the company hegan to have more confidence in her. An example of this was when
her working relationship urith the CEO had developed to the point where she could
disagree with him and sometimes convince him to agree with

her.

She advocates self-

reliance: "If you're dependent on someone else for your stature or credibility, you are
vulnerable. If you earn it on your own, you always have that confidence that no one can
take away from you."
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Beth believes that developing confidence, finding one's voice, and making one's
voice heard are particularly challenging for women who work in male-dominated
corporate environments such as hers. She emphasizes that women need to demonstrate
confidence, competence, and self-awa-reness to earn respect from men: "That doesn't
mean you have to be like <men>, because you can't be like them. And yet, if they don't
respect you, you can't make any progress. So you kind of have to learn to stand your

ground. If six of them are all agreeing and thinking one way, and yet if you have a
different opinion that you need to make to them and defend, then sometimes you $rin.
Because you're right and they're not."

For Beth, exercising influence in the company is a building process. You have to
have patience, you have to build relationships within the company, you have to be aware

that every interaction with a person or group influences the next interaction, and you have

to do a lot of negotiating. Beth said that she would never consider'brrllirrg rank'o to
achieve an outcome and instead relies on building trust and respect and educating others

on communications issues. She believes that her solid reputation is respected across
departments and at all levels within the company: "Sometimes I have to tell senior
management things they don't want to hear, but if

I don't tell

thenr,

I'mnot doing

If you get caught up in title or positiorq either up or down, I think you

I

always want people to make fully informed choices and

unless you

my job.

miss opportunities.

I don't think they

can do that

W out everything for them."

Beth described her work as exciting and demanding. She's on call 2417, and she

daily faces the risk of communicating through media over which she has no control.
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During her tenure at her public company she has dealt with extremely challenging issues,
including labor actions, upper management turnover and nationally reported customer
service events. Beth is thankful that leadership at her company is changing and
o'lots
of raw
improving. She has a new supervisor, who Beth describes as a woruilr with

smarts" and having

ooan

incredible leadership style." She said, "$y'e get along very, very

well because she's very concerned about the organization and putting things in place and
giving people opportunities. The previous person that I reported to did not have that style
and it was very frustrating."

Beth's supervisor is one of two female senior vice presidents at the company.
Only recently have women reached these levels in this male-dominated organization

*

although Beth believes that personality and experience, not just gender, are factors in

promotion decisions. Younger top executives have increased comfort with the skills and
value of women in the organization. Both of the female senior vice presidents cilme from
outside the compffiy, and her boss also worked in other industries where progress for
women has been quicker. Since her supervisor came on board, the communications
discipline is increasingly viewed as integral to the compally's success. Beth described it
this way:

" . . . what she brings to the table now

is the ability

to shape the message, rather

than having the message defined and handed to communications and told here is what

you do with

it.

We're one step closer because weore shaping the message, and I think

that's absolutely critical to successful communications. If you don't have a seat at the
table, you'll never do as well, hecause you come into the process too late."
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Beth's boss came from a varied background in consumer and service industries,
so she brings to the job a wealth of experience and a fresh look at the

issues. Beth

advocates taking on "stretch" jobs and not staying in one organization too long, for risk

of a too narrow perspective. When asked about her next career move, Beth stated that her
current position still offers challenges and learning opportunities, as she shapes a

worldwide brand and deals daily with top national media. But she sees herself pursuing
other avenues some duy, whether practicing law or working in a smaller organization
where she can be closer to people. Whatever her direction, she knows she will use all
her accunrulated skills:

"I have been continuously employed

since

of

I was 16 years old.

You can always learn new things, you can always do new things, and what you have done
before is never wasted because you always have those experiences and skills to draw on.
Once you've learned that, it's there forever.
and

I still go back and draw on my medical days,

I wouldn't give that up for the world. It was a wonderful

place to see the best and the

worst of life."
Beth's advice for others

-

men or women

- is to continually invest in yor:rself,

keep your options opsn, be ready for new opportunities, and not take yotrself too

seriously. She emphasized that b"ing respected is not the same as being liked, and it's
important to build your reputation as someone who can be trusted and counted

on

She

advised to be true to yourself: "That doesn't mean you can be oblivious to what the

culture <of the company> is . . . <but> if you have to change so drastically to fit into your
organizatiorl you probably want to ask the question of whether you really want to be
there."
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Chris- the Brand Manaser

Chris has just heen promoted to brand numager at a specialty company that is a

division of a much larger health care corporation. She's been in marketing and channel
rumagement at this firm for about three years. As brand nranager she is responsible for

how her company's brand is represented in the marketplace, which includes everything
from development of positioning and market strategy to overseeing the execution of a full
range of integrated communications activities. Although communications are a large part

of her current responsibilities, Chris' position is a line job in which she has supervisory
and budgetary responsibility.

For more than ten years previously, Chris was employed by a large manufacturing
organization where she worked her way up from marketing specialist, through strategic
planning and into product management" She sees the shift from strategic planning to

product fiumagement as a turning point in her career because it marked her progression
from staffpositions into line functions where she gained decision-making and budget
responsibility. The other major career step for Chris was changing companies, which
enabled her to gain exposure to a new industry. Each job change enabled her to pursue

her goal of finding new learning opportunities and acquiring new skill sets. Chris also
returned to school to earn a master's degree in organizational leadership while she was

working.
Chris' concept of leadership has been shaped by both her work experience and her
graduate studies. She appreciates leaders who exhibit energy and enthusiasm and who
articulate a vision. She specifically sees this strength in her senior marketing director,
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who "cheerleads her way into things," Chris believes that leaders should take a personal
interest in employees and in their job satisfactiorU not focusing simply on job duties. She
noted that praise, encouragement and acknowledgement of contributions become
especially important once you've reached the point in your career where you are satisfied

with your compensation. Chris distinguished between leadership skills and management
skills, but she admitted that she appreciates supervisors who also handle basic
management tasks well, such as clariffing expectations, conducting performance reviews

on time, and providing coaching and feedback. Her current firm has few management

training programs, whereas her previous employer provided extensive training in basic
numagement technique s.

In critiquing her own leadership style, Chris claimed her biggest challenge is to
generate that energy and enthusiasmthat inspires others. She sees herself as having a

solid reputation for being organized, having excellent project numagement skills and
getting the job done. She is resourceful, works well with people, provides feedback and
acknowledges others for their work. Chris receives a lot of satisfaction in seeing
employees grow and evolve, such as when one young wortarr became more confident and
assertive when she was given encouragement and recognized for organizing a major

customer event.
Chris has felt more and more like a leader as her own responsibilities have
increased

-

working with senior executives on company identity decisions, speaking in a

nationwide employee teleconference, and managing the firm's brand launch. She
overcame the awkwardness of being promoted to supervise her former peers, and gained
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confidence in delegating to others. She was hesitant at first to accept more responsibility
because of concern for work/family balance. She addressed that concern in discussions

with her company CFO, who Chris had selected as a mentor during her master's studies.
This wonurn advised Chris that being promoted doesn't have to mean working 8O-hour

weeks. With that advice, and the additional confidence that comes from age and
experience, Chris accepted new numagement responsibilities. This wasn't the first time

in her career that she had turned to others for advice and support. When she had

sffied

from strategic planning to product management she didn't necessarily have the
knowledge and skills to do the job, so she sought guidance from two seasoned colleagues.
Chris described this challenge as'trncomfortable" and a "huge stretcll" but a fun
learning experience.
Chris has worked in two dramatically ditrerent corporate cultures and leadership
environments during her cireer. She described executives at her current firm as
approachable, humble and down-to-earth. In meetings, she said,

"f never feel like I'm

sitting across the table from 'the president."' This contrasts starkly with the culture at her
last compatry, where employees referred to the organizational hierarchy as 'the caste

systent"

She said,

"At <that company>, I

always had a sensc for who they were and

what level they were at . . . . What lot I parked in, what spot in the lot, what size was my
cube, the circumference of my table, the height of my walls, <all> were very well

documented in policies and procedures and were executed by the facilities department.
We don't have that here!" Chris is definitely more comfortable in her current
environment, but there is a downside. People are less direct and don't like conflict,
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which creates what she called a "passive-aggressive" style. She has considered whether
employee mix influences these styles:

"If I were to stereotype, there are kind of a lot of

'Minnesota nice' people <here>. At <the other company> people came in from all over
the world, different cultures, different nationalities, different genders. Here most people
are Minnesota born and bred

ffid, I don't know what it is, but they don't debate." Chris

has adjusted her style accordingly, becoming a

Chris' current firm is relatively small

bit less sonfrontational.

- growing from about 5 to 900 employees

six years

- and entrepreneurial, as it grew organically

10 years

ago. While Chris appreciates the entrepreneurial environment,

in

out of the larger organization about
she also

sometimes misses harring a more methodical process for product development and market
analysis, which was standard operating procedure in her last company.

At her current

company the founder still serves as president, and the structure is relatively flat, with few
fiumagement layers. The president's professionalisn:, personality, style and preferences
are highly respected.

Chris finds that the president supports and respects the marketing function, which
is

just about three yeius old and is transitioning from a start-up department to a full-

fledged discipline that leads the strategic marketing direction for the company.

Influencing and negotiating are critical to earning respect from other company
departments, such as operations and sales. She said, "<In marketing> you are always

facilitating discussions with a number of entities, so the only way that you gain respect is
by being respectful of them and their point of view, trying to understand where they're
coming from and trying to influence their thinking so that you get accomplished what you
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want . . . ." Chris continued,

o'

. . . earning their respect for doing good quality work so

that you develop a sense of credibility, that's critical. If you don't have credibility, then

you'll never be able to influence their thinking . . - ." She credited her senior marketing
director with doing an exceptional job of winning over the sales staffby providing
information and asking for feedback, but not wavering from her initial goal and direction.
Having women in senior management is not unusual at Chris' current firm. The
employee base, which includes many nurses and master's level counselors, is primarily
female, and the CFO, operations vice president, arld rrumy other fiumagers and directors
are women. Chris has never felt discriminated against at this corypany.

At her previous

employer, which was dominated by male sales people and engineers, there was an "old
boys network" and it was not unusual for her to be the only woiluul in a meeting of 25

men. By contrast, her current marketing team is all women with one fiutJr, ffid

he

jokes

that he's the 'bdd nurn out." Chris described another example of gender differences:

informal work conversations revolved around footbatrl and home improvement projects at
her former employer, but now kids, shopping and romance novels are the topics of the
day.

Chris advises other women to observe and model leadership behaviors they

admire. Don't be afraid to seek advice when you don't know how to do something. She
concluded, ooDon't be afraid to do something that you don't think you're going to do well,
because those are probably the ways that

you'll grow most. You're going to fail and

you're going to make mistakes. It will be a bummer and it will be hard, but the next time
that you do that, you're going to know how."
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Deborah. the Vice_President of Marketing
Deborah is vice president of marketing at a relatively young, growing consumer
products company. She serves on the firm's lO-member executive management tearn,
and her responsibilities range from financial fiumagement, to personnel decisions, to

evaluation of acquisition opportunities, to overall strategic direction for the coqpany.
Deborah's involvement in communications is strictly as overall manager. There are no
communications professionals on staffand all such functions are outsourced to maximize

efficiencies. Deboratr currently has three direct and tlree dotted line reports. Employee
numbers, particularlyjunior staff, are kept learu which contrasts

withthe structr:re ofone

of the major corporations where she previously worked. There, she said, it was "about
span of control and bureaucracy." She likes her current position because she spends

more time managing the business than managing people. During her three-year tenure at
this firni, Deborah ffiys she has worked with exceptionally talented colleagues.

After her graduate studies, Deborah started her marketing

ca-reer at a

major

consumer products corporation in another state. Although she was yomg, she observed

that it was dfficult for women to break into senior nunagement, so she was glad

- for

personal and professional reasons - when she had the opportunity to move to Minnesota
and begin building her career at a consumer products company in a different category.

At

that firm she moved up the ranks from associate to group marketing numager, ffid on to
business team leader over an eight-year period. During her last thrree years there she

developed a particularly strong working relationship with a female vice president who
Deborah described as exceptionally bright and a o'maverick." When this woman and two
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other female vice presidents hit the o'glass ceiling" and left the compffiy, Deborah

"moumed" the loss of her mentor and became dissatisfied when a male peer -- who
"played the game brilliantly" and whom she perceived as less qualified
above

-

was promoted

her, Within six months, one of the women who had left earlier recruited Deborah

to work at her current corqpany, to lead the marketing effort and assist with turn-around
of sales and revenues. Deborah stated uulny times throughout the interview that she
loves her job and that her move was "the best decision she ever made."

Through these career experiences, Deboratr has formulated strong impressions
about gender differences in leadership. She said, '?emale styles are often different than
male styles.

I found that I myself personally

and many of my female peers operate more

in a team environment. I'm very comfortable making decisions, but I'm not autocratic
about

it. I delegate decisions

whenever possible and

I certainly incorporate the opinions

of not just my peers but of my subordinates before a decision's made. That's a more
female style of management.

I work in a team environment. I was a team leader at <her

previous company>; I brought that environment

(here)." Deborah's supervisor has the

same style, providing vision and strong participative leadership. Deborah continued,

".

It's a female-driven organization. <My bosP calls us the 'power chicks.' It's just
because she's surrounded herself

with people that are very good and that she likes to

work with, and though they tend to be women, it's not all women. There are men here.

It's actually very funny. Most of the men

in the organization, we call them ohonorary

chicks' because they operate more in female styles of management. It's a very different
place. It's a wonderful organization."

.
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Deborah explained that, beyond having visiorl leaders can be described as:

"Having the courage to follow that vision in dfficulty. Having the wisdom to surround
yourself with good people and let those people do what they need to do. Being aware

of

the differences of people and their strengths and weaknesses and utilizing those

accordingly."

She cited an interesting example of utilizing strengths and weaknesses,

stating that she and her supervisor write job descriptions to fit people instead of finding
people to fit job descriptions. Instead of bolstering weaknesses, they play on strengths,

which meims better business results and happier employees. Her boss even did this with
Deborah's job, which originally included a business development component. When it
was recognized that one of her colleagues, who was struggling with managing an existing

product line, had relationship management strengths useful to business development,
their jobs were switched. Managing the current and new product lines, Deborah can use
her strengths in technical marketing

* turning data into information, making

and running the business "like a tight ship'o

-

decisions,

o'schmoozing,"
and avoid traveling and

tasks that she dislikes because they take away family

time. Deborah also appreciates not

b"irrg pushed to take on international marketing responsibilities, which also would
require extensive travel, relationship building and use of anecdotal information to make

decisions. She said, "There are very few organizations where that would be okay.
<They'd say> 'Here's the next step and you need to take

it.' I love this place."

Deborah is not driven to clirnb further up the ladder or be president of a company.
She simply wants to provide a good lirring for her family, run a business well and make a

positive impact on the people with whom she works. She believes she's becoming a
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more flexible ilumager and is good at selecting compatible people with complementary
skills for the organization" To improve her leadership Wle, Deborah is refocusing her
strong task orientation toward a relationship orientation, working on "the subtleties and
the nuances" to soften her directness, a trait junior people find challenging. She
described a'.very painfuf' leadership development course in which she learned that

organizational position exaggerates a direct style. The higher her power or position, the
more she needed to soften style, which meant making sometimes simple changes, such as
adjusting voice tones or facial expressions.
Deborah's staffis all female, ffid some of them work part-time to accommodate

their roles as mothers. She claimed that her entire staffhas "balance," continuing:

'Yearning to succeed at the expense of the rest of your life

- it's not a cultural fit <here>.

Everyone in the organization, for the most part, their family is really important. That's

pretty cool." Deborah's marketing department is valued at her company, ffid she said
that she has always worked places where marketing was recognized as a core
competency. In her line experience in bigger firms, she saw that women were allowed to
rise to relatively high levels in staff functions, but they were never as financially valued
as personnel in line

positions. Deborah said that outsourcing communications and

eliminating entry level marketing staffmakes sense for their small company because

training programs are limited, and they can't afford to allow junior people to make
decisions and mistakes that

will allow them to grow.

Although she loves her current job, Deborah advises younger women to create
options for themselves by starting their careers with large organizations. There they'll
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gain breadth of experience, receive training and learn fundamentals that will enable them

to move on. And, she offered, women should chart their own course: "Don't let
somebody else's definition of success cause you to give up your dreams. And

I've

seen

that happen. I've seen women in big organizations try to be something they're not
because that's what was accepted,

Life's too short. It's not worth it""

Emily, the Senior Vice President of Corporate Communications
Emily is senior vice president and director of corporate communications for a
large financial services fiffn, and she also chairs the company's foundation. She joined
the company about 10 years ago as avice president and now is part ofthe senior
management

group. Her areas of responsibility include public and media relations,

employee communications, intranet and internet content, commwrity relations and

corporate volunteerisnr, charitable giving and corporate meetings and special events.

During her tenure, Emily's department has grown from four to 22, and she credits the
members of her

stafffor their competence in handling these extensive responsibilities.

Emily's career spans well over 30 years. Prior to her work in the financial
services industry, she held corporate communications positions with a consumer products

finn and a major national retailer, and she had

a

brief stint in-between with a free-lance

business. She began her career as a journalist and instructor ofjournalism and holds

bachelor's and master's degrees in that field. Emily noted three significant milestones
along her career path: when she first broke into corporate communications as a speech

writer, when she added investor relations to her skill set at her next corporate position,
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the corporate level. At each transition she used existing skills but also learned new skills
that positioned her for her next career step.

Emily defines leadership in this way: "To me a leader is someone who is out in
front and visible and sets a course. <Someone who> inspires and enlists people to follow
that course. You can lead in very overt ways or in ways ofjust providing a role model."
For Emily, the transition into leadership is marked by a realization: you can accomplish
much more through other people than on your own. She takes pride in having assembled
a team of people who are highly motivated, who are highly respected

- both within

the

firm and within the community, and who 'thoose to keep working here when they have
plenty of opportunities to go elsewhere." She noted that her department was "offthe

charts" in their last attitude survey, having very high satisfaction levels and scoring well
on "do you feel challenged in your job," "do you feel you're making a contribution," and
'odo

you feel you're being adequately recognized."

Like her employees, Emily is very satisfled in her current job, saying she has 'ho
burning desire" to use her current career success in communications to progress into
other areas, such as strategic planning. She commented that, if she were youngero she

might have different career aspirations, but being a very senior person in her field, she is

fulfilled. Identiffing weaknesses and setting future goals for development are not a high
priority for Emily; what she works on next year will depend on what next year brings.
She knows that she is a leader in her company, but

with a qualification:

business there is very much a distinction between "producers'o and

'o.

. . in our

stafl so there is still
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that chasm and the true o'leaders" or the rainmakers in the firm are the people who are the
brokers, the bankers, the research analysts. I think that I am certainly a leader among the
staff groups, but I would differentiate that from being a leader in the firm. There are
definitely two categories."

Emily believes she became a leader because of her personal anrbition

- her desire

to be promoted, to take on new challenges and responsibilities, to move up within an
organization. She noted that you become a leader by gaining opportunities that develop
new aspects of your personal numagement style: each new numagerial responsibility
requires you to tap into new skills. She briefly summarized, '?iece by piece, build it and

do

it." She advised that the more you learn about your business, the more successful you

can

be. Avoid the Catch-z? in the corporate world: if you excel in a certain area, it is

hard to convince people that you can do more or other things. For instance, she started
her first corporate job as a speechwriter, ffid then it was dfficult for her to transfer out

of

that niche to broader responsibilities. Emily also cautioned that your management style
develops out of your experience of being managed, so if you've had unpleasant
experiences, you may unknowingly adopt some of the same managerial traits.

Emily's firm does not focus on differentiating good from bad management or on
rewarding good fiurnagers, although she claimed it's no better or worse than other

companies. She said, "The firrstration always is that no matter how much a jerk someone
can be, how bad a rulnager they can be, how many rules they can break . . . if they're big

producers, all else is forgiven." There has traditionally been leadership by consensus at
the most senior levels of her organization, but that has fallen out of favor because it's
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perceived as too slow-reacting for the ultra fast pace of a financial services business that
is driven by the markets. High value is now placed on resiliency and quick response.

Emily also mentioned that the personality of the CEO influences the management
style of the organization. Her CEO is smart and capable, and she appreciates that he
understands the importance of communications. She said,

"I

sometimes jokingly tell

<the CEO>, 'You're in charge of reality. I'm in charge of perception.' Perception is

reality in a lot of cases." She recognizes, though, that even if her communications
function is viewed as central to the business, her group will never be as valued as the
producers in the organization. She and her department are intimately involved in major
strategic initiatives, and if they're not necessarily at the table during the debate, they are

definitely called in early in the process. She recalled one situation in which she was

ffirmed

early that a company rurme change would occur. She had a lengthy vacation

scheduled prior to the announcement and she expressed concern to the CEO about her

absence. His response was o'it's a good thing you have good people," and he then
authorized her to share information with her senior staff so that they could prepare for the
change.

Emily said her department is sought out. They stand up and insert themselves in
the process, handling the communication of bad news or changes in a planned, sensitive

way.

She and her senior staffalso play a role in educating newcorrers to the

organization. She commented, oosometimes when someone is new to the furn, and maybe
they come from a firm where the cowboys do whatever the cowboys want to do and they

don't consult with anybody, f 'm not at all hesitant, nor to have my senior people, try to
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intervene. We don't beat them over the head. We offer our services mainly." She added
that they have a very client-service-oriented culture; producers focus on outside clients,
and stafffocuses on inside clients. 'oSo quick turnaround, early intervention, all ofthose
concepts are part and parcel of succeeding," she added.

Attitudes toward women in the company are changing. Emily described the CEO
as "enlightened"

and'tnalks his talk most of the time." More women are moving into

higher levels in the company - although the top women are in traditional staffposts and
no women lead business lines

- and concerted efforts have been made to improve

the

proportion of women in the sales force. But, Emily said, "male ghettos" still exist, such
as in investment banking, which requires lots of
because of their choice

travel. Women,

she offered, whether

or some societal expectatiorl seem to 'bpt out" at a certain age or

stage. She stated, "It certainly was there in my head in the early stages of my career.

I

certainly limited myself in terms of what I thought I could achieve based on the tenor

of

the times. Just saythat

I'ma

late bloomer.

I had my

best

job after the age of 50."

Emily advises young women to speak their minds: "There are no shrinking
violets among the women in senior rnanagement in our firm." Having had a long career,
she has seen blatant discrimination

- such as when she was the senior person on her

newspaper staffbut the lowest paid employee. While women have come so far and real

attempts are being made, Emily believes there is still more to

do. She expressed great

concern for minorities in the financial services industry. She concluded, 'Everything is
sort of relative. You do need to keep agitating and pressing for improvement, but you
also need to be glad when you do have someone who

will speak out and care about it."
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Common..Th_eads

The knowledge, perceptions, and experiences of these five women provide ample
evidence that women in management need to be heard. They should be more consistently

included in academic studies of leadership and their points of view could contribute

sigfficantly to practical applications of leadership method in the business world today.
Each woma:r's story offers insiglrt, but collectively their stories reveal several relevant
themes for further study. Five specific themes are identifled and discussed here: (a) the

importance of competence for women who work in marketing and communications, (b)
the primacy of communication and relationship-building to leadership success, (c) the

limited concern for gender barriers in organizational settings, (d) the power of personal
confidence for eachwoman's career, and (e) the value of self-awareness in defrning
success on one's own terms.

Comp.elqnce counts. As each wofiuul described her career path and professional

growtfu she emphasized how well she had performed in each of her roles and positions.
She expressed great personal satisfaction not in more power and higher titles but in

quality work and a job well done. None of the women viewed working hard as a burden
or adopted the role of martyr for having to handle demanding situations or be on call
24/7

. It was obvious that Beth relished

the challenge of her job as senior counsel to the

top executives of her firrn, and she was somehow both humble yet proud of her ability to
juggle nnrltiple issues at once and to create a positive image for her company in the
national media. Anne and Emily were matter-of-fact about the skills they had gained

through their years of work experience. Emily knew that she couldn't have reached the
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level of senior vice president without being very good at what she does. And Anne's
emphasis on work volume and producing a quality product seemed a long-held work

ethic. Although Chris and Deboratr placed more emphasis than the other three women on
balancing their work and families, both women described their jobs with enthusiasm and

with pride in their abilities. Chris enjoyed taking on more responsibility, seeing the step
from analyst to product and brand rumagement not as a ladder-climbing exercise but as
an excellent opportunity to use her decision-making and financial management skills.

Deborah didn't hesitate to say that she loves and has a talent for running a business.
Each woInEIn in the study accepted the responsibilities that came with increasingly

demanding roles, enjoying the knowledge that she could do each job well and maintain

high standards of quality for herself and her

staff And when a current role was no longer

challenging, each wonuur confidently took another s*p, finding a new position that
honed current skills, added new skills in a complementary discipline, or enhanced her
Irmnagement and leadership abilities. These women seemed to know that acquiring and

demonstrating increased competence would carry them through: through their own self

doubt, through any lingering doubts that their colleagues might have about the abilities

of

women, and through the toughest marketing or corporate communications crises.
Relationships rule. The five women identified good communication and building
relationships with their colleagues as especially important to success. These are traits
defined as typically "feminine" by some theorists, but the subjects didn't seem to
attribute their interactive skills to gender. Being aware of and sensitive toward others,
fostering relationshipt, sharing information, and bei.tg a capable negotiator are srmply
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flesessary "tools in their toolbox," as both Beth and Chris would say. Deborah identffied
men in her company who had the same skills, and she acknowledged that communication

with junior staffis one of her areas for development. Beth emphasized her respect for
employees at all levels in her company, saying that she would never think ofjeopardizing

future relationships by "pulling rank" to heat some short-term deadline.
The women were both pragmatic and sincere. Respecting others, learning

negotiation skills, flnd building good relationships across their companies is just good
business. And mastery of interactive traits is a practical requirement in their chosen

proftssions of marketing and communications. But being sensitive toward others also
appeared as one of their core values.

All five women spoke with authenticity about their

mentors, their team members and their colleagues. Arure and Chris valued the men and
women who had taught them fundamental job skills. BettU Ctris and Deborah spoke

glowingly about their supenrisors

*

energetic, articulate women who built bridges across

departments, expressed strategic points of view, and communicated unwavering support

for their staffs. Communicating clearly and often with colleagues about whom they care
is part of their very essence as successful leaders.
Gender doesn't matter? Clearly gender discrimination has been evident in these

women's professional lives, but none of them dwelled on this as a major concern. They
all conveyed a sense of optimisrru being matter-of-fact about the challenges and
opportunities that arose throughout their careers. They admitted that male-dominated
hierarchies were prevalent in their current or former places of employment, but at the
same time they spoke enthusiastically about improvements

for women and the success of
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their women mentors. Beth described her new female supervisor as a refreshing addition
to her male-dominated workplace, and Chris was inspired by how her female senior
marketing director could provide leadership to a sometimes-resistant sales organization.

Emily, who in her long work history had personally experienced blatant discrimination,
spoke of mixed feelings. While she was grateful for how far women had come, she still

knew that women needed to press on, not only for themselves but also for other
minorities who face discrimination in the workplace. Anne, Beth and Emily stated that,
when they have a "seat at the table," they can contribute much more to their companies.
Chris and Deborah shared the experience of beginning their careers at large oldline firms that were noted for rigid male hierarchies. After about 10 years, they then

sffied over to smaller, more entrepreneurial firms where women were not only
predominate in the workforce but also held many senior nmnagement positions. Of the

five women, Deborah was the most vocal about the discrimination she had seen at her
previous job and the comfort she felt in her current environment. But both Deborah and
Chris recognized that they had received excellent training at their earlier jobs, and they
believed that those first work experiences were critical to their professional growth and

success. Anne and Chris, who both had received support and encouragement from male
colleagues, realized that sometimes the tables are turned. They expressed awareness

of

and concern for the men in their department who migtrt feel excluded by female

colleagues. By focusing on their personal situations and goals, and quietly adapting to
the constraints of their organizations while still being true to themselves as women, all
the subjects seemed to minimize gender as a leadership barrier.
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Confidence is powerful. The traits these women hold in common
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- their

professional competence, their interactive skills, and their ability to rise above gender
issues

-

are all enhanced by a remarkable level of self-confidence. Beth spoke

emphatically about the personal power she gained from earning her law degree and the

role that self-confidence has played in the evolution of her career. Chris identified times
at which she felt unsure of herse$ but by seeking help from male and female mentors
and through her own increased experience, she built a reserve of inner strength that

ca:ries her forward. Deborah spoke proudly of her business acumen and didn't waver in
her certainty that she is on the right career path. Emily expressed a quiet self-assurance

that comes from reaching the highest levels (for a woman) in her organization following a
three-corporation, three-profession career. And Anne, who sometimes expressed self-

doubt, didn't hesitate to fight back when it came to protecting and defending her
pro fessio nal reputat ion.

Where did their fearlessness come from? Their considerable confidence seems to
rise from both within and without. Their skills and core competence in their professions
bolster their self worth, and conquering challenging new situations further increases their

confidence. They avoided faling into dependent relationships with their mentors and
supervisors. They haven't shied away from stretch assignments, and they are more than
wilting to assume risk and discomfort for the sake of personal growth. Their competence
and confidence feed on each other and
careers.

will continue to carry them forward in their
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Self-awareness leads to success. The confidence of these five women $/as

complemented by keen seH-awareness. All spoke articulately about themselves, their
strengths and weaknesses, and their desires and fears. They expressed a perceptive

understanding of themselves and their colleagues. When Anne was challenged by others,
she moved beyond

ilrger to reflection, finding opportunities for personal growth. Beth

identified a law degree and a sffi from a p.r. agency to a corporation as keys to greater
satisfaction and success in her career. Chris and Deborah recognized that they find deep
satisfaction within their professions and that climbing fiuther up the corporate ladder is

not their highest priority.
By being reflective, these women both identified growth opportunities and better
defined their own goals. As noted earlier, their work is not about more power and bigger

titles. It's about acquiring new skills, producing a quality product, relating to and
supporting people around thenr, enjoying what they do, and being comfortable with work
as one aspect of their personal

lives. They have a loyalty and sense of responsibility

toward their companies, but only as long as that joh and that organization is compatible

with their goals and skills. By being flexible and proactive

- sffiing from staffto line

jobs, changing companies, and earning advanced degrees - they gained satisfaction. And
when their current positions in publicly held firms no longer provide the satisfaction and
challenge they enjoy, they'll follow their instincts and move

on.

Success to them is much

of what they have already achieved and will continue to achieve: competence in their
professioffi, 4 positive outlook even in the face of obstacles, and the confidence to define
their own paths.
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Discussion and Conclusions
Many of the subjects' leadership charasteristics matched those identified by
Rosener (1990) in her descripion of interactive leadership. Similarly, the women

exhibited numy of the traits summarized by Colflesh (2000), with the possible exception

of a view of leadership as nonhierarchical, which Helgesen (1990) also introduced
through her concept of 'hreb of inclusion." It is unlikely that the women would
completely reject leadership as hierarchical, since they have chosen to work in large,
hierarchical organizations and much of their training and experience comes from these
types of firms. Their relationships with and concern for coworkers, however, did
certainly support the '\vebo' characteristics and female ethic of care as documented by

Gilligan (1982).
Although we may recognize the subjects' so-called 'ofeminine" traits, we cannot
assume that they derive solely from gender, and we cannot purport that the study results

provide specific evidence for or against gender-specific or gender-neutral leadership

theories. While we should not deny gender, we should not use it to ereate false
dichotomies or to make inappropriate value judgments about its influence on leadership

behavior. The cortmon threads of these women's stories -- competeflce, communication
and relationships, overcoming organizational limitations, confidence, and self-awareness

- are ultimately messages about inclusiveness:

including themselves and all others, no

matter their gender, rank, point of view or other differences. These women's day-to-day
personal and professional goals may not be as high-minded as the sweeping world views
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expressed by Helgesen's (1990) or Cantor and Bernay's (1992) subjects. But each
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of

these study participants certainly conveyed a sense of self and a sense of their colleagues

that demonstrated that they recognize themselves as contributors to a greater sociefy.
One might even suggest that the subjects' decisions to stay with large, complex

corporate firms

- rather than sffiing to more women-friendly entrepreneurial or non-

profit environments - have fulfilled their need to participate in challenging organizations
that have national and even worldwide impact on confllmers and businesses. Clearly

their chosen professions and the nature of their organizations have influenced how they

lead. Claes (1999) iderrtified so-called "masculine" traits of decisiveness, assertiveness
and risk-taking as functional in business. These women demonstrated those and other

characteristics as a matter of course: to be successful marketers and communicators, to
obtain increased supervisory and budgetary responsibility, and to make significant
contributions to their companies. In total, their traits and characteristics define them as
leaders

- not female

leaders, but leaders. They acknowledged that there's a male "gaflte"

and that "old boys clubs" still exist, but they know they can't, and certainly wouldn't

want to be, like men in their leadership styles. With graciousness, they ignore the gender

barriers. They work very hard - mayh harder than their male counterparts in order to
overcome the femininity/competence double bind (Jamieson, 1995)

- but they do this as

much for themselves as for the approval or recognition of others. They are also well
aware of the differing values placed on staffand line positions and that women are
clustered in less influential staffareniu (Kalin, 1998). But theytake this in stride, along

with other organizational variables such as identified by Kanter (1993) and others. They
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are not competing. And if the chasm between their organizations' values and their
personal values beeomes too great, they'll seek more compatibility and different
challenges elsewhere.

Limitations of the Study
As a qualitative project, this study offered depth and an opportunity to glean
insights for further study. A quantitative approach using a random sample from a larger
geographic area could have provided different types of results and added vatidity and
generalizability to the work. The data for the study were collected and interpreted by just
one interviewer, which may have introduced bias. Interview time with each subject was

somewhat limited, and the study design did not allow the gathering of data from the
subjects' subordinates, peers or supervisors, which would have provided a more
comprehensive picture of each woman's leadership style and behaviors. Similarly, a

study including high-level male executives at these firms could have shown
organizational perceptions of leadership opportunities for women. An extension of this
study to include women who had left publicly held companies to seek organizational
environments with more opportunity and flexihility could have contributed additional
insight into ba:riers to women in corporations.

Opportunities for Further Resgarch
While the study's qualitative approach was useful for identifting themes for

further research and theory development, more empirical research on women and
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leadership is needed.

It

is time to progress from speculation toward confirmation
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of

meaningful facts about gender and leadership. What constitutes effective leadership in

publicly held companies and other organizations? What and how are leadership traits
identifled and taught so that women and men can contribute equally in these
organizations? How must organizations change in order to capture the talent and energy
of capable women? How do professional interests and skills intersect with leadership
characteristics? These and other questions should be addressed

-

to create opportunities

for women and to discover and tap into their value for their organizations and society at
large.

Implications for Women and Their Employers
Every woiluul can leam some simple lessons about succeeding in business

in life

-

-

and

from these five women: be competent, respect others, stay positive, have

confidenceo understand yoursefi and above all, take risks. By taking on stretch
assignments, by risking failure, by ignoring barriers to women, and by changing jobs,
companies and careers, these women increased their competence and confidence so that

becoming a leader was just another obvious step on the path to reach their personal goals.

For businesses, particularly large publicly held firms, there is a strong lesson here
about women and leadership. Business entities should examine their structures, cultureso
and leadership development programs with great care: they should develop a level

of

organizational-awareness comparable to the self-awareness of these five women. Then,
business executives may begin to understand the organizational factors that are most
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relevant to women and that keep women from entering the highest levels of corporate

management. By developing a conscience about this issue, and by being conscious

of

how women define success, businesses will not only be doing the right thing for women
and minorities, They

will also have

dffirence between economic

access to a giant new talent pool that could mean the

success and

failure. Companies should pay particular

attention to the talent that has been clustered in corporate staffpositions such as

commwrications. Women there have risk-management and people skills essential to
improving line businesses and to providing leadership at the highest executive levels.
companies don't discover and create cultures and jobs that are appealing and accessible

to women, women will move on and fuIfill their own definitions of success elsewhere.
Creating gender balance at all levels of the workplace is a holistic necessity.

If
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FEMALE MARI(ETING AI\iD COMMUMCATIONS PROFESSIONALS:
CHALLENGES AFID OPPORTI]NTilES FOR CORPORATE LEAI}ERSIilP
CONSEI{T FORM (page 1)
You are invited to be in a research study about the corporate leadership experiences of fernale
communications executives. You are one of five \ilomen leaders in corporate communications in or
around Minneapolis or St. Paul, Minnesota, who were selected for this study. These leaders were
identified for this study through various sources, including membsrship directories of area
communications organizations and contacts with individuals in leading public companies and in the field
of communications. I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to
be in the study.
This study fulfills degree requirements for a Master ofArts in Leadership at Augsburg College.
Background [nformation :
The purpose of this study is to learn about the leadership experiences of female communications
executives in corporate environments. I will conduct personal interviews with several executive women,
and through this research I hope to add to the body of knowledge about women and corporate leadership.

Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things: a) provide to me a copy of
your reillme, b) meet with me for approximately one hour during which we will discuss your professional
leadership experiences; c) be available via telephone to answer follow-up questions or clarify information
gathered in the initial interview.

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
The risk associated with this study is that you will be revealing information about your emplolment
experienaes and observations regarding your current and/or previous e,lnployers. To minimize the risk to
yor+ you will be assured confidentiality as outlined below.
There are no direct benefits (e.g., financial compensation) for participation in this study.

Indirect benefits to participation are the opportunity for you to reflect on your leadership style and career,
and to contribute to the study of wonnen's leadership, which may increase knowledge about and
opportunities for women in the workplace.

Confidentiality:
To minimize the risk that the information you provide will be attributed to you, the records of this study
be kept private. In any sort of report I may puhlish, I will not include information that will make it
possible to identiff you or your current or previous employers, but I cannot absolutely insure your
anonymify. Written research records and audiotapes will be kept in a private, locked file; only I will have
access to these materials.

will

All

research records and audiotapes

will

be destroyed by December 30, 2001.

Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with Augsburg
College. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without affecting those
relationships. If you decide to participate, you may choose not to answer particular interview questions.
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Contacts and Questions:

The researcher conducting this study is Wendy Celaine Wehr. You may ask any questions you have now.
If you have questions later, you may contact me at 2808 West 40ft Street, Minneapolis, MN, 55410, or by
phone at 6121839-8466, or by ernail at WcelaineW@aol.com.

If you have questions, you may also contact my advisor,

Joseph

M. Volker, Ph.D., at 612-259-4234.

You will be given a rcpy of the form to keep for your records.

Statement of Consent:

I have read the above information or have had it read to me. I have received answers to questions asked. I
consent to participate in the study.

Signature

Signature of investigator

Date

Date

I consent to be audiotaped:
Signature

Date
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REVISEI} INTERVIEW GUII}E
(to be used by the intertiewer wlwn asking questions during the personal interttiew)

a) What are your current job title and primary responsibilities? How long have you been in your current
position? (Determine levels of supervisory and budget responsibility.)

b) Describe your career path (e.g., promotions, changes in responsibilities, significant accomplishments).
Vfhat are your future car€er goals? (Focus on highlights only to stay within time.)

c) How do you define (Sood) leadership? How do you describe your own leadership style? (Is there a
disconnect between their style and their ideal?)

d) Do you feel like a leader in your organization? Why? Was there a point in your career at which you
realized you wanted to be a leader or that you had become a leader? Deseribe your thoughts and feelings at
that time.

e) How has your leadership style evolved over time? At what points in your career have you questioned
your own leadership style? Have you ever been counseled to change your leadership style to be successful
in your career? What aspects of your leadership style do you want to further develop and hone? V/hy?
(And how will you do that?)

f) How would you describe the dominant leadership style in your company? Have you adopted this or
other leadership approaches in order to accomplish your professional gmls? If so, how? If not, why did
you stay true to your own leadership style?

g) Are your department's and/or your personal professional contributions considered integral to the success
of your firm? Are you or your departmant mernbers involved in the highest-level decision making of the
company? Are you considered part of the "inner circle" of leaders at your company? If not, how does your
leadership style still provide you an opporfunity to impact decision-making in your firm?

h) How have attitudes toward \ilomen changed over time at your company? What advice do you m would
you give to young women who are just joining your firm in order that they may become and succeed as
leaders in the company?
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